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ABSTRACT
We describe a new system for distributed tracing at the IP level of
the routes that packets take through the IPv4 internet. Our Zeph
algorithm coordinates route tracing efforts across agents at multiple
vantage points, assigning to each agent a number of /24 destination
prefixes in proportion to its probing budget and chosen according
to a reinforcement learning heuristic that aims to maximize the
number of multipath links discovered. Zeph runs on top of Iris, our
open-source system for orchestrating internet measurements across
distributed agents of heterogeneous probing capacities. We show
that carefully choosing which destination prefixes to probe from
which vantage point matters for optimizing topology discovery
and that a system can learn to improve its assignments based on
previous measurements. After 10 cycles of probing, Zeph is capable
of discovering 3.3M nodes and 19.8M links in a cycle of 15 hours,
when deployed on 5 Iris agents. This is 3 times more nodes and
10 times more links than the existing state-of-the-art production
system for the same number of prefixes probed.

probing tools Yarrp [8], Diamond-Miner [36], and Flashroute [21]
are capable of tracing towards all routable IPv4 prefixes from a
single vantage point at rates exceeding 100,000 packets per second (pps). Probing at these rates enables the creation of internet
topology maps in a reduced time, avoiding staleness of data due
to routing changes. However, very few probing agents with such
capacity are available to the community; agents deployed on Ripe
Atlas [32], PlanetLab Europe [1], or Archipelago (Ark) [10], for instance, are constrained either by machine resources or by operator
policy. Nonetheless, probing from multiple vantage points can bring
important marginal gains for topology discovery [7]. Therefore, so
as to maximize total discovery given a set of vantage points, we
are challenged to design an algorithm that intelligently allocates
probing directives, i.e., the instructions to an agent to conduct a
route trace towards a specific /24 prefix.
This paper presents Zeph, a reinforcement learning algorithm
for allocating probing directives to agents, and Iris, the generic
distributed measurement orchestration system that supports Zeph.
Our contributions are:

CCS CONCEPTS

• The Zeph algorithm, that learns how to ameliorate the allocation to agents at multiple vantage points of the destination
prefixes that each should probe (Sec. 4). We find that discoveries increase by 57% for the nodes and 90% for the links in 10
cycles of learning, showing the importance of selecting the
right prefixes to probe from each vantage point. Moreover,
our system discovers 3 times more nodes and 10 times more
links for the same number of prefixes in a shorter period of
time than the state-of-the-art system Ark [10] (Sec. 6).
• The Iris system, a robust and scalable measurement system,
built from free open-source software, that supports multivantage-point measurement techniques, and that Zeph can
ask to perform single-path or multipath route traces ( Sec. 5).
• Publicly available code and data,1 along with a production deployment of Zeph and Iris to serve the research community
with data series and the ability to perform one’s own measurements.2 The results in this paper are fully reproducible
on commercial cloud instances via the Jupyter notebooks
that we provide.3

• Networks → Network measurement;

KEYWORDS
Active Internet Measurements; Internet Topology;

1

INTRODUCTION

Mapping the internet’s topology has been a challenge for more
than two decades. Topological knowledge underpins our understanding of issues such as security [39], connectivity [5, 33], and
performance [26]. It also leads to better models of the internet
that aid in the design of new protocols [38]. The IP-level internet
topology, in particular, is an essential input for building other internet datasets [4], such as AS-relationships [19, 23], MPLS tunnel
detection [15, 34], alias resolution [27, 29] and IP geolocation [24].
Systems that measure the topology at the IP level, i.e., the addresses and the traceroute [22] style links from one address to
the next, face a tension between completeness of discovery and
overhead in the number of probe packets sent. Recent high-speed
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RELATED WORK

Measurement systems that have been deployed to map and characterize the internet’s IPv4 IP-level topology based on traceroutelike [22] measurements from distributed vantage points around
the globe historically include Rocketfuel [31], Dimes [30], and
iPlane [28]. Today’s production systems include Ripe Atlas [32],
which performs single-path Paris Traceroutes from its over 10,000
low-power hardware agents and software agents running at end
user’s homes and work premises; and M-Lab [17], which issues a
multipath Paris Traceroute [35, 37] towards each client that performs an NDT test. Today’s longest-running and most used production topology mapping system is Caida’s Ark [10], which utilizes
agents at over 110 vantage points to perform single-path Paris
Traceroutes [6] to one random destination per routed /24 prefix.
Two longstanding challenges face any system that aims to maximize coverage of the internet’s paths, i.e., to run at the scale of the
entire IPv4 internet: how to trace more efficiently and more rapidly.
More efficient tracing. Doubletree [16] exploited path commonality to terminate measurements when they converged on a previously probed path. iPlane [28] used BGP data to aggregate destinations by common AS path, and Beverly et al. proposed a series
of primitives for more efficient mapping (e.g., subnetting inferences) [9]. Our Zeph algorithm aims for a more efficient assignment
of probe destinations to probing agents.
High speed topology discovery techniques. Yarrp [8] introduced
high speed topology mapping: it encodes sufficient state in each
probe packet for the returning ICMP replies, which contain the
first bytes of the probe packets, to be self-identifying, thereby eliminating the need to probe slowly in order to associate replies with
probes. Whereas Yarrp traces single paths from source to destination, Diamond-Miner [36] added multipath probing. Flashroute [21]
reduces the overhead of Yarrp by first estimating the TTL, i.e., the
hop count, to the destination. Our production system uses DiamondMiner high speed probing.
More recent work has focused on the dynamics of internet
routes and the challenge this presents to obtaining up-to-date data.
Cunha et al. [14] designed DTrack to predict the stability of network
paths, helping to determine when to initiate new path measurements and thereby optimize the probing budget. Giotsas et al. [18]
designed techniques to detect traceroute staleness, reducing the
number of traceroutes to reissue. By tracing quickly, our system
aims to keep stale data to a minimum.

3

OVERVIEW

Iris is our new measurement platform (Sec. 5) that exposes a Rest
API allowing a client to request that measurements such as Ping,
Yarrp [8], or Diamond-Miner [36] be performed from distributed
agents, and to obtain the measurement results. We have implemented the Zeph algorithm (Sec. 4) as a Python-based client that
pilots Iris so as to survey the IPv4 IP-level topology of the internet,
learning to improve the probing directives that it issues over the
course of successive cycles of measurements.
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4

ZEPH SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

In designing Zeph, we reasoned that the relatively static nature of
much routing in the internet [18] would allow a topology discovery
system to learn to achieve good node and link coverage on the
basis of its experience with the results of its own probing directives
(Sec. 4.1). But experience would not be a completely reliable guide
due to the existence of routing changes and their unpredictable
nature [13, 14, 18], meaning that continuous exploration of new
directives would also be required. In considering learning systems
that combine experience with exploration so as to select among
many choices that offer uncertain rewards, we turned to reinforcement learning [25]. Zeph proceeds across a series of cycles, with
the directives for each cycle being based in large part upon the
success of the directives that were used in the previous cycle. New
directives are also tried out each cycle, with the overall aim being
to improve the completeness of coverage over successive cycles. In
reinforcement learning terms, the reuse of directives is exploitation
and the trying out of new directives is exploration.
Zeph’s challenge is to best use the probing budgets of its agents,
i.e., choose which directives to issue to each agent so as to obtain
the overall most complete route trace picture possible within a
cycle. There are many ways of conceiving of “completeness”, and
the one adopted here is to maximize coverage of the traceroutestyle directed links that are available to be discovered, a directed
link consisting in an ordered pair of IP addresses.
Alg. 1 describes the high-level loop of the Zeph algorithm. The
parameter 𝜖 specifies the minimum portion of each agent’s probing budget that is set aside for exploration. Each cycle 𝑖 of Zeph
Algorithm 1: Zeph
Input: 𝜖 : Fraction of budget per agent reserved for
exploration
1 for 𝑖 = 1 to ∞ do
2
𝑅𝑖−1 ← ResultsFromPreviousCycle(Iris)
3
𝐴𝑖 ← AgentsWithBudgets(Iris)
/* Assign exploitation directives to agents 𝐴𝑖
4
5
6
7

D𝑖 ← PossibleExplorationDirectives(Iris)
for 𝑎 in 𝐴𝑖 do
/* Assign exploration directives to agent 𝑎

8
9

*/

if 𝑖 > 1 then
𝐷𝑖 ← Exploitation(𝐴𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖−1 )

*/

𝐷𝑖,𝑎 ← Exploration(𝐷𝑖 , D𝑖,𝑎 , 𝜖)
Probe(Iris, 𝐷𝑖 )

involves a series of interactions with the Iris API, culminating
(line 9) with Zeph sending Iris a collection of probing directives
𝐷𝑖 . These directives are prepared on the basis of the results 𝑅𝑖−1
of the preceding cycle of probing (line 2). Following the first cycle,
which consists in random directives, there are previous results to
build upon, and Zeph starts assembling the collection of probing
directives on the basis of exploiting those results (line 5). Once the
exploitation directives have been assigned, Zeph proceeds agent
by agent to round out the assignments with exploration directives
(line 8). The remainder of this section describes these steps in detail.
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4.1

Agents, directives and results

In each of its cycles 𝑖, Zeph instructs Iris’s available agents 𝐴𝑖
to follow a collection of probing directives 𝐷𝑖 the size of which
depends on the agent’s probing budget. It receives from Iris in
return a collection of results, which appears in the subsequent
cycle, after 𝑖 has been incremented, as 𝑅𝑖−1 .
As Zeph operates over days and weeks, we can expect that the
set of Iris agents that are available to it will vary over time; some
agents will go down, and others will arrive. As it begins each cycle 𝑖,
Zeph queries Iris for the currently available set of agents, 𝐴𝑖 , along
with their associated probing budgets (line 3).
The universe D𝑖 of possible exploration directives that Zeph
obtains from Iris for each cycle 𝑖 (line 6) potentially includes all /24
prefixes extracted from all public unicast IPv4 address blocks. So as
to avoid sending unnecessary probes towards non-routed prefixes,
we restrict Zeph to blocks obtained from Oregon Route Views [2].
Zeph only considers ICMP Time Exceeded replies as relevant
to its results, as our survey focuses on routing infrastructure, not
end-systems. Individual probe replies are assembled into traceroutestyle directed links, which are pairs (𝑣 1, 𝑣 2 ) of IPv4 addresses. In
the event that one of the two probes did not receive a reply (in
common traceroute parlance, a star), (𝑣 1, null) and (null, 𝑣 2 ) are
also considered to be valid links. These links are matched with their
initial directives, so that the results that Zeph receives consist of
sets of links, each set associated with the agent and the directive
that resulted in its being discovered.

4.2

Exploitation

If routing and routers’ readiness to reply to probes were to remain
unchanged from one cycle to the next, having an agent repeating
its directives from the previous cycle would cause it to discover
precisely the same set of links as before. Even under these ideal
conditions, any given link might be discovered by multiple agents
and it might be discovered multiple times by the same agent, and
this redundancy potentially leaves room for improvement, as is
well known from earlier route tracing work [16, 20]. If the same
results can be obtained by executing fewer directives, a portion
of some agents’ probing budgets can be redirected towards trying
out new directives. Zeph therefore sorts each agent’s directives,
giving highest priority to the directives that, in the prior round, are
judged by a heuristic to have made the greatest contribution to link
discovery. The aim of this sorting is to discard directives that the
heuristic judges to make little or no marginal contribution.
From the results of the previous cycle 𝑅𝑖−1 , Zeph considers only
the agents that are available for the current cycle 𝑖. For each such
agent, it sorts the directives, and the set of sorted directives for
all agents in 𝐴𝑖 constitutes the collection 𝐷𝑖 (line 5). It uses the
Cormode et al. Disk-Friendly Greedy algorithm (DFG) [11] as the
heuristic means of sorting the directives, which is an approximation
of the greedy algorithm to solve the set cover problem for large
datasets. At each iteration, instead of selecting the directive that
covers the most uncovered results (classic greedy algorithm), DFG
groups the directives into buckets of similar size. Starting from
the bucket with the directives that provide the biggest number of
results, if the number of results of a directive added to the cover set
of results is greater than a parametrized threshold, the results are
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

added to 𝐶 and the directive is added to 𝐷𝑖 . DFG terminates when
all prior results have been covered, i.e., 𝐶 = 𝑅𝑖−1 .

4.3

Exploration

When the time comes for Zeph to designate the exploration directives, the agents that were present in the previous cycle will each
have an ordered set of exploitation directives that were assigned by
the heuristic described above. To round out these directives, and to
assign a complete set of directives to agents that were not present in
the previous round, Zeph calls upon the universe of possible exploration directives D𝑖 (line 6). As previously described, this consists
in all of the routable /24 IPv4 prefixes. As opposed to the heuristic
employed for choosing exploitation directives, where knowledge
about previous results allows a directive chosen for one agent to
preclude the choice of a directive for another agent, the exploration
choices are made in relative ignorance of their consequences, and
are therefore conducted agent by agent, considering each agent
𝑎 ∈ 𝐴𝑖 separately (line 7).
The parameter 𝜖 enters into play here, to ensure that this portion
of each agent’s directives are reserved for exploration. If, perchance,
the portion of directives assigned for exploitation exceeds 1 − 𝜖,
a sufficient number of lowest priority exploitation directives are
removed to make room for exploration.
Having rounded out the probing budget of each agent with
exploration directives (line 8), the cycle’s collection of directives
Ð
𝐷𝑖 = 𝑎 ∈𝐴𝑖 𝐷𝑖,𝑎 is ready to be sent to Iris (line 9).

5

IRIS MEASUREMENT PLATFORM

The Iris system, shown in Fig. 1, allows us to run Zeph, but it has
been designed to run any sort of internet measurement algorithm
that requires access to geographically distributed probing agents. At
the moment, three tools are available in Iris: Diamond-Miner [36],
Yarrp [8], and Ping. More tools can easily be added in the future.
Moreover, Iris works the same with IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.
Workflow. A client such as Zeph submits an HTTPS request
to run a measurement via Iris’s Rest API. The API informs the
message broker Redis of the measurement request. The message
broker chooses an inactive worker from an available pool. This
worker maintains the state of the measurement throughout its life
in the system. The worker registers the measurement parameters
in the ClickHouse database and asks the agents to perform the
measurement. When the measurement is completed by an agent,
it sends the results to an object storage MinIO, an open-source
alternative to Amazon S3. Then the worker pulls the results from
the object storage and inserts the results into the database. When the
measurement is finished, the worker updates the measurement state
to mark it as ready to be pulled by the client. All of the components
described above generate logs that are stored with a monitoring
stack built from the combination of Prometheus for storing the
system’s metrics, Loki for storing the system’s logs, and Grafana to
allow visualizations of these metrics and logs.
Fig. 1 shows this workflow visually. Arrows symbolize the connections between the components (e.g., the worker connects to the
database). Purple shows dataplane flow (e.g., compressed CSV files)
Volume 52 Number 1, January 2022

while green shows control plane flow (e.g., measurement parameters to execute a measurement tool on an agent). Yellow shows log
and metric collection.
Controller
Client
Requests

REST
API

Worker
Worker

Worker

Monitoring

Database
(ClickHouse)

Message Broker
(Redis)

Object Storage
(MinIO)

Loki
Grafana
Prometheus

Agent
Agent

Internet

Agent

Figure 1: Iris architecture with arrows indicating which component initiates each connection; each box is a self-contained
Docker container. Colors indicate the type of data flows: purple for dataplane, green for control plane, and yellow for
logs.

5.1

Design considerations

The Iris was designed to meet the following demands:
(1) As Zeph measurements can last for days, Iris needs to be
robust to agents crashing, or being unreachable, and provide
the ability to restart an agent’s measurements if and when it
returns (resilience).
(2) Zeph will work from as many vantage points as it can access,
so Iris should scale well with the number of agents (agent
scalability).
(3) Zeph supports internet scale high speed topology measurement techniques, generating billions of ICMP replies. Iris
should scale well with this amount of data (data scalability)
(4) We continue to improve Zeph, so Iris should support easy
deployment of new control algorithms and probing software
(continuous delivery).
(5) To improve affordability and maintainability, Iris should be
built as much as possible from free open-source software
(maintainability).
We chose Docker, and Redis to improve the resilience of the
system: each of Iris’s components runs in its own Docker container.
Moreover, a failed container is automatically reintegrated without
external intervention and retrieves the measurements states from
Redis. Two aspects of Redis improve the message broker’s resilience.
First, its persistence feature regularly saves its own current state
to disk, preserving context in case of failures and restarts. Second,
it maintains connection state, which Iris uses to alert workers to
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

the departure of any agent. Any worker with an ongoing measurement stops waiting for that agent to send data, and no further
measurements can be requested of the agent until it reconnects to
the broker. A new worker is automatically created from the worker
pool to carry on the measurement algorithm from the point where
the failed worker had left it.
We chose Redis and MinIO for agent scalability: Redis can handle
millions of simultaneous connections; MinIO has proven capable,
with Zeph, of supporting transfer of data files in the hundreds of
gigabytes;
We chose the ClickHouse database for data scalability: it is a
database optimized for insert and read operations, which are the
only operations Iris perform on the result data. ClickHouse has
supported tables containing up to 5 billion rows, and the in-base calculation language provided by ClickHouse’s arrays feature reduces
computation times.
Redis, MinIO and ClickHouse scale “horizontally”, meaning that
it is possible to deploy multiple message brokers, multiple object
storage containers, and multiple replicas of the database to support
a larger number of agents. Scaling beyond one instance each was
not necessary in order for Iris to support Zeph, but the potential is
there.
We chose Docker for continuous delivery: As we move forward,
this will ease large-scale deployment by lifting many constraints on
the machines and VMs that can host an Iris agent. Also, Iris takes
advantage of such containers’ ability to run unchanged over a wide
variety of operating systems.
Finally, all the components of the system are free and open
source, improving maintainability.

6

EVALUATION

There are three main results: (1) Zeph, requesting Diamond-Miner
multipath route traces from Iris, provides the most comprehensive
view to date of the IPv4 internet in terms of nodes and links discovered in a short period of time. Once it has been trained, a single
cycle of Zeph discovers more than 3 times as many nodes and 10
times as many links as does a single cycle of the state-of-the-art Ark
platform (Sec. 6.3.2); (2) When compared on single-path route traces,
as performed by Ark, Zeph’s reinforcement learning approach outperforms Ark’s random exploration strategy (Sec. 6.2.1); (3) Zeph
saves 50% of the probing budget, dividing the probing time by 2,
compared to an exhaustive strategy of tracing multipath routes
towards every prefix from every agent (Sec. 6.3), while maintaining
nearly the same number of discoveries.

6.1

Vantage points and setup

All of the measurements are run on the EdgeNet [12] platform
with nodes hosted in 5 different Google Compute Engine (GCE)
zones: asia-east2-a (Hong Kong), asia-northeast1-a (Tokyo),
asia-southeast1-a (Singapore), europe-west6-a (Zurich) and
southamerica-east1-a (São Paulo). The measurements can be
fully reproduced on nodes in the same locations by applying our
open-source evaluation code. The instances use the standard network tier which allows the packets to exit to the internet as soon
as possible, instead of the default premium tier which privileges
Google’s internal network to the public internet.
Volume 52 Number 1, January 2022

6.2.1 Zeph’s reinforcement learning approach outperforms random allocation. We compare Zeph’s prefix allocation strategy with
that used by the state-of-the-art topology discovery system Ark [10].
Ark applies what we call constrained random allocation, which consists in allocating the /24 prefixes of the IPv4 space uniformly at
random over the different agents, each prefix being probed by
exactly one agent (the constraint). Zeph’s reinforcement learning
approach splits the probing directives of each agent into two subsets
for exploitation (Sec. 4.2) and exploration (Sec. 4.3). Zeph exploration differs from the Ark’s random allocation by allowing a same
prefix to be probed by multiple agents. We call Zeph’s exploration
strategy unconstrained random allocation.
Experiment. We run 10 cycles of different combinations of probing techniques simultaneously: exploitation and unconstrained random allocation (Zeph with 𝜖 = 0.1), constrained random allocation
(Ark’s approach), unconstrained random allocation, and exploitation and constrained random allocation (𝜖 = 0.1). Unconstrained
random allocation allows us to evaluate Zeph’s exploration alone,
while exploitation and constrained random allocation allow us to
evaluate Zeph’s exploration in combination with exploitation.
On August 4th, 2021, we extracted 11.9M /24 prefixes from the
routed prefixes provided by Route Views. Dividing these among
the 5 agents, at each cycle, and for all four approaches, each agent
probes 2.4M prefixes. We run the approaches simultaneously and
the agent for each approach probes at 100,000 packets per second
using single path tracing [8] with ICMP probes up to TTL 32. Each
cycle takes around 15 minutes to complete, running from August
5th to 6th, 2021.
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unconstrained random allocation by 12% more nodes and 6% more
links over each cycle. This highlights that it is the combination
of the exploitation and the unconstrained allocation together that
allows Zeph’s strategy to perform well.
6.2.2 Zeph/Iris conducting multipath traceroutes perform competitively with respect to the current state-of-the-art internet scale
topology discovery system. In the previous section, we have shown
that Zeph’s prefix allocation strategies outperforms others when
limited to the same single-path probing budget. But Zeph and Iris
are capable of discovering more than what is shown in Fig. 2. To
use their full capacity, we perform 10 cycles of measurement with
multipath route traces (i.e., capturing the load-balanced paths) obtained by Diamond-Miner [36] with ICMP probes at 100,000 pps.
We retrieved routed prefixes from Route Views on January 21st,
2022 and broke them down into 12M /24 prefixes, each of the five
agents receiving a per-cycle budget of 2.4M /24 prefixes. The measurements were gathered from January 22th to 28th, 2022. Each
cycle took between 10 hours, 12 minutes (cycle 1) and 15 hours, 14
minutes (cycle 10) to complete.
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We perform two experiments to evaluate Zeph’s performance: (1)
a comparison of Zeph’s prefix allocation strategy with other approaches, performed from the same agents, with common parameter
settings; (2) a comparison of the maximum raw discoveries by Zeph
on Iris against Ark system for the same number of prefixes probed
and the same number of probes sent.
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Figure 3: Node and link discoveries in multipath probing
Fig. 3 shows that Zeph also works with multipath traceroutes:
the number of nodes improves by 57% (+1,2M) the number of links
improves by 90% (+9.4M) between cycle 1 and cycle 10. Note that an
agent crashed at cycle 4, reducing the number of links found in that
cycle, but Zeph adapted and the discoveries resumed increasing in
cycle 5.
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Table 1: Comparison of node and link discoveries between
the tenth cycle of Zeph + Iris, and a cycle of the Ark platform
for the same number of prefixes probed (12 million, second
row) and the same number of probes sent (12 billion, third
row).

(b) Links discovered

Figure 2: Zeph outperforms random exploration strategies.

Results. Fig. 2 shows the results of the different strategies. The
main result is that exploitation together with exploration using
unconstrained random allocation (Zeph’s approach) outperforms
all of the other approaches once Zeph has had ten cycles during
which to learn. In particular, it discovers 18% more nodes and 42%
more links than constrained random allocation (Ark’s approach).
The other result is that constrained random allocation outperforms
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

Zeph + Iris
Ark (prefixes)
Ark (probes)

Time
15h15
19h12
45 days

Nodes
3,288,325
1,009,738
3,597,042

Links
19,890,422
2,087,903
9,241,146

Finally, we compare raw discoveries of Zeph + Iris and Ark
platform. Tab. 1 shows the number of nodes and links discovered
during the last Zeph cycle and the number and nodes and links
discovered by Caida’s Ark [3] platform (1) when the same number
of prefixes is probed, and (2) when the same number of probes
is sent. Zeph with Iris takes 20% less time to probe all routed /24
Volume 52 Number 1, January 2022

Zeph probe savings

1.2

6.3.1 Experiment. We collect 10 cycles of 4 Zeph runs where
each agent probes 10%, 25%, 50% or 75% of the routed /24 prefixes.
In addition, we run an exhaustive measurement, with all the agents
probing 100% of the routed /24 prefixes. The measurements for
each budget were performed from August 2nd to 4th, 2021. We use
the same Route Views data as in Sec. 6.2. Each agent runs Yarrp
at 100,000 pps with ICMP probes. Depending on the budget, each
cycle lasts between 10 minutes and 1 hour and 30 minutes. In this
experiment, we reduce the number of prefixes that are probed by
each agent to simulate a more constrained budget but keep a high
probing rate. We could also reduce the probing rate, but this would
have significantly increased the time of the experiment.
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Figure 5: Exploitation counts for 95% of the nodes and 90%
of the links discoveries.
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Figure 4: Number of nodes and links discovered over Zeph
cycles for different budgets: Zeph with 50% finds almost the
same number of nodes and links as with 100% of the budget.
6.3.2 Results. Fig. 4 shows the number of nodes and links discovered by all the agents together for the different budgets. The
main result is that Zeph discovers 98% of the nodes and 95% of the
links that the exhaustive approach discovers when just 50% of the
prefixes are probed by the agents. The 25% (10%) curves show that
even with a significantly reduced probing budget, Zeph is able to
discover 94% (87%) of the nodes and 86% (71%) of the links. Additionally, reducing the number of probes also reduces the time of a
cycle. With 50% (25%, 10%) of the prefixes, 10 cycles took 7.4 hours
(3.6, 1.5), compared to the 12.5 hours of the exhaustive approach.

6.4

1e6

1.0

Exploitation budget ratio

This section describes the tradeoff between reducing the number of
prefixes probed by each agent (and therefore reducing the duration
of a cycle and the number of probes sent) and discovery.

Number of distinct nodes

6.3

ones (exploration) would aid in improving overall discovery. We
find that the exploitation directives were indeed capable of discovering most of the links previously discovered, and that exploration
did indeed lead over time to better overall discovery.

Number of distinct links

prefixes but discovers more than 3 times more nodes and 10 times
more links. Moreover, Ark discovers 10% more nodes and around
two times fewer links with the same number of probes sent, but
takes 45 days instead of less than 15 hours to do so.

Reinforcement learning analysis

Finally, we dive into one measurement of Sec. 6.3 where the budget is 25% of the routed prefixes, to understand more about the
contributions of exploitation and exploration.
6.4.1 Exploitation and exploration budgets. In choosing a reinforcement learning approach for Zeph, we anticipated that many
of each agent’s directives could be repeated (exploitation) from one
cycle to the next, and that complementing these directives with new
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

Fig. 5 shows the number of nodes (Fig. 5a) and links (Fig. 5b)
that are discovered by exploitation and in total. The main result
is that reinforcement learning works: exploitation improves over
time, going from 739k nodes at cycle 2 to 921k nodes at cycle 10
(+25%) and 1.2M links at cycle 2 to 1.9M links at cycle 10 (+48%). In
Fig. 5c, exploitation is responsible for most of the discoveries, i.e.,
95% of the nodes and 90% of the links. Interestingly, although we
allocated 90% of the budget to exploitation, Zeph actually used only
10% for it. We interpret this result as a consequence of the high
redundancy of internet paths, and leave the study of the optimal
value of 𝜖 for future work.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Zeph is a new algorithm for distributed tracing at the IP level of
the routes that packets take through the IPv4 internet. It learns
the probing directives to allocate to the vantage points in order
to maximize topology discovery. Zeph is platform agnostic, and
independent of the probing tool used and the agent’s capacities.
Iris is a distributed internet measurement system based on a
modern resilient architecture that exposes an API that allows various algorithms, including Zeph, to be run. Together, Zeph and
Iris discover 3 times more nodes and 10 times more links than
the state-of-the-art Ark platform for the same number of prefixes
probed.
All of the code of Iris and Zeph and data of the evaluation are
publicly accessible and we now offer regular Zeph internet topology
data series to the community and the ability to perform one’s own
measurements.
In future work, we will extend Zeph to IPv6 and analyze in depth
the dynamics of the internet topology.
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